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Abstract: Rolling-element bearings (REBs) make up a class of non-linear rotating machines that can
be applied in several activities. Conceding a bearing has complicated and uncertain behavior that
exhibits substantial challenges to fault diagnosis. Thus, the offered anomaly-diagnosis algorithm,
based on a fuzzy orthonormal-ARX adaptive fuzzy logic-structure feedback observer, is developed.
A fuzzy orthonormal-ARX algorithm is presented for non-stationary signal modeling. Next, a robust,
stable, reliable, and accurate observer is developed for signal estimation. Therefore, firstly, a classical
feedback observer is implemented. To address the robustness drawback found in feedback observers,
a multi-structure technique is developed. Furthermore, to generate signal estimation performance and
reliability, the fuzzy logic technique is applied to the structure feedback observer. Also, to improve
the stability, reliability, and robustness of the fuzzy orthonormal-ARX fuzzy logic-structure feedback
observer, an adaptive algorithm is developed. After generating the residual signals, a support vector
machine (SVM) is developed for the detection and classification of the bearing fault conditions.
The effectiveness of the proposed procedure is validated using two different datasets for single-type
fault diagnosis based on the Case Western Reverse University (CWRU) vibration dataset and
multi-type fault diagnosis of bearing using the Smart Health Safety Environment (SHSE) Lab acoustic
emission dataset. The proposed algorithm increases the classification accuracy from 86% in the
SVM-based fuzzy orthonormal-ARX feedback observer to 97.5% in single-type fault and from 80% to
98.3% in the multi-type faults.

Keywords: hybrid-based fault diagnosis; bearing fault diagnosis; fuzzy orthonormal-ARX technique;
adaptive fuzzy logic-structure feedback observer; support vector machine fault classification

1. Introduction

Energy is essential for the survival and strength of modern industrial civilization.
Generally, the sources of energy are fossil fuels such as oil and coal. Use of these fuels has significant
impacts on the environment, one of the main challenges being greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions,
with carbon dioxide (CO2) as their major component [1]. Regularly, 29 Gigatons (Gt) of CO2 are
emitted every year, of which, about 7 Gt can be absorbed naturally [2]. The remainder enters the
atmosphere, causing issues such as global warming and pollution. In recent years, the rate of
industrialization has sharply increased, causing an increase in the rate of GHG emissions. About 50%
of the energy produced by various techniques is consumed by heavy industries. The most widely
used electro-mechanical equipment, consuming about 80% of the industrial electricity total, is various
types of motors. Based on the energy efficiency trends seen in the energy audits of the various
industries, optimization of power consumption, condition monitoring and fault diagnosis, and power
quality improvements are important factors in energy efficiency. There is also serious attention on
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the disturbing effects of systems anomalies on energy efficiency and thus the environment since
conservation of the environment’s quality and energy efficiency are major challenges in most countries
around the world [2,3]. Most research and industry initiatives over the last decade have resulted in a
significant decrease in the share of energy losses due to faulty industrial systems. However, in some
fields, such as induction motors, reliable techniques must still be designed.

Induction motors have been used in several applications. This electro-mechanical system has
non-linear dynamic behaviors and non-linearities, which can lead to various challenges in fault
detection and diagnosis. Mechanical and electrical malfunctions are the two main categories of
induction motor faults. Various types of induction motor anomalies have been defined and are
categorized as: (a) mechanical faults (79%) and (b) electrical faults (21%). The mechanical anomalies
can be categorized into two main groups: (a) bearing faults (69%) and rotor failures (10%) [4].
The associated task complexity and non-linear parameters in REBs have led to numerous anomalies
detection and classification difficulties. Four types of faults found in REBs such as inner faults,
outer faults, ball faults, and cage faults [5].

Several methods have been advised for anomaly detection and identification in REBs.
These techniques can be divided into four principal divisions: model-based techniques, signal-based
approaches, data-driven algorithms, and hybrid-based procedures [6,7]. The model-based fault
diagnosis techniques are reliable and robust algorithms and have been used in various applications.
Observation-based algorithms are the main model-based techniques used for bearing fault diagnosis [8].
Despite the advantages of observation-based approaches, these techniques have some limitations in
the presence of uncertain and unknown conditions [8,9]. Non-linear-based observation techniques
(e.g., sliding mode observer, feedback linearization observer) and linear-based observation algorithms
(e.g., proportional-integral (PI) observer) are the main procedures used to develop observation to
estimate the signals [10]. The PI observer is a linear and easy to implement technique for system
estimation but have limited robustness and accuracy [10–12]. The sliding mode observer is a non-linear
and high-gain observer that can improve a system’s dynamic and reduce the estimator error infinite
time. This technique is robust and reliable but is prone to chattering phenomenon and limited
estimation accuracy. To minimize the chattering phenomenon, the higher-order super-twisting sliding
mode observer has been recommended in the literature. This technique suffers from a somewhat
reduced estimation accuracy [8]. To minimize the effect of the chattering phenomenon, a feedback
linearization observer was developed. The feedback linearization observer is a powerful technique
for signal estimation. The main idea of this approach is to algebraically transform the non-linear
system dynamic parameters into a linearized system so that the feedback observation algorithm can be
applied. This observer is based on the dynamics of the system’s behavior. Thus, it works perfectly if all
parameters are known. Apart from the stability and reliability of this observation technique, it suffers
from a lack of robustness. To address this issue, the variable structure technique and sliding mode
procedure are used to improve the fault estimation performance in certain and uncertain conditions.
Despite the advantages of this technique, it suffers from system modeling complexities and poor
estimation accuracy in uncertain conditions [9]. Hybrid-based fault diagnosis techniques are considered
to be a reliable, stable, and robust techniques. These techniques use various algorithms in parallel to
develop the achievement of the fault detection and fault classification algorithm [6,7]. In this work,
a hybrid-based observer that uses a combination of the fuzzy orthonormal-ARX technique, a fuzzy
multi-structure feedback observer, and a machine learning-based classification called support vector
machine (SVM) is introduced for the diagnosis of bearing faults of various severities.

System modeling is the main argument in designing model-based techniques for fault diagnosis [12–14].
However, numerous procedures have been used to model REBs and can be classified into two main
groups: mathematical-based system modeling such as five-degrees-of-freedom mathematical modeling
of vibration signals [13], and system identification techniques such as ARX-Laguerre vibration and
bearing acoustic emission signal modeling [10,12]. Mathematical-based bearing modeling is reliable
and stable but is limited in uncertain and unknown conditions [11,15]. To decrease these limitations,
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an identification technique is advised in the literature [12,16]. The ARX-Laguerre technique is
robust and stable, but has some limitations when applied to non-linear and non-stationary signal
modeling [10,12,17]. To address these problems, a fuzzy orthonormal-ARX technique for vibration and
acoustic emission bearing signals is prescribed in this work.

Once the rotary machinery bearing is modeled based on a system identification technique (the
fuzzy orthonormal-ARX method), and the rotary machinery bearing signals are estimated based on the
fuzzy extended-state observer (the fuzzy orthonormal-ARX fuzzy multi-structure feedback observer),
a decision regarding the bearing conditions can be made. In this work, a machine learning-based
classification technique called a support vector machine (SVM) is employed to implement the
decision-making procedure for bearing fault diagnosis to complete the proposed technique for
diagnosis the fault [18–20].

In this work, a hybrid-based approach is developed for fault diagnosis in REBs. First, fuzzy
orthonormal-ARX is used to model the vibration and acoustic emission (AE) for bearing signals.
Next, to estimate the signals, a feedback observer (FO) is developed for two kinds of signals.
Then, to solve the challenge of robustness in feedback observer, the multi-structure technique is
represented to develop a multi-structure feedback observer (SFO). Also, the fuzzy technique is used to
improve the accuracy of the multi-structure feedback observer. Finally, an adaptive technique is used
to optimize the multi-structure parameter, which is important to improving robustness and accuracy.
The fuzzy orthonormal-ARX adaptive fuzzy logic-structure feedback observer (proposed method) is
used for accurate signal estimation. After generating the energy residual signal, the SVM is used for
fault classification. The effectiveness of the proposed method for fault detection and identification is
compared with that of SFO and FO and evaluated using two different datasets: (a) the Case Western
Reverse University (CWRU) vibration bearing dataset to test single-type faults [5,21], and (b) the Smart
HSE Lab AE bearing data set to test multi-type faults [5,10,21]. Figure 1 illustrates a block diagram of
the fuzzy orthonormal-ARX adaptive fuzzy logic-structure feedback observer. The main contributions
of this research are:

1. Develop an accurate and robust system modeling using a fuzzy orthonormal-ARX bearing
modeling for vibration and AE signals.

2. Develop an accurate, robust, and reliable technique for signal estimation based on the fuzzy
orthonormal-ARX adaptive fuzzy logic-structure feedback observer.

3. Improve the performance of fault detection and classification based on generating the differentiable
residual signals, extract the energy features from residual signals, and applied to machine learning
(SVM) technique in parallel with the fuzzy orthonormal-ARX adaptive fuzzy logic-structure
feedback observer.

This paper is organized as follows. The second section outlines the bearing modeling for the
vibration and AE signals based on the fuzzy orthonormal-ARX technique. The third section has two
main sub-parts: firstly, the fuzzy orthonormal-ARX adaptive fuzzy logic-structure feedback observer
is used to signal estimation and (b) the machine-learning technique based on the SVM is developed for
fault detection and identification. In the fourth section, the datasets are introduced and the proposed
method for fault diagnosis of REBs is analyzed. Conclusions are provided in the last section.
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2. Rolling-Element Bearing Modeling Using Fuzzy Orthonormal-ARX Technique

System modeling is the main argument in complicated systems, especially in uncertain
and unknown conditions. Mathematical-based bearing modeling is reliable and stable but is
limited in uncertain and unknown conditions. Therefore, to decrease these limitations, the fuzzy
orthonormal-ARX technique is prescribed in this work. As shown in Figure 1, the REBs modeling
technique based on the fuzzy orthonormal-ARX technique is classified into three main steps:
(a) ARX technique for REBs modeling, (b) ARX technique robustness improvement using the
orthonormal-ARX procedure, and (c) non-linear system modeling accuracy improvement using
the fuzzy orthonormal-ARX algorithm. The ARX technique for vibration and AE signals can be
developed using Equation (1) [11,12].

YMA(k) =
∑δYMi

i=1
{YM(i)YMA(k− i) +

∑δUi

i=1
{Ui(i)Ui(k− i), (1)

where YML(k), Ui(k),
(
{x(i),{YM(i)

)
, and

(
δUi , δYMi

)
are the REB model based on the ARX technique,

the reference signal for the REB model, REB model parameters, and the order of the REB model,
respectively. The REB model parameters can be represented as follows: {Ui(i) =

∑
∞

n=0 αn,U ∅Ui
n

(
i, ∂Ui

)
{YM(i) =

∑
∞

n=0 αn,YM ∅YM
n

(
i, ∂YM

) (2)

Here,
(
αn,U,αn,YM

)
,
(
∂Ui , ∂YM

)
, and

(
∅Ui

n ,∅YM
n

)
are the Fourier decomposition coefficients,

orthonormal basis, and orthonormal function, respectively. The REB signals are non-linear,
non-stationary, and complex, but the ARX technique is a linear algorithm. This technique cannot
accurately estimate the REB signals. Therefore, to improve robustness, an orthonormal-ARX procedure
is developed for REB modeling.

YMOA(k) =
∑iY−1

n=0
{Y(i) αn,YMAL

(
k, ∂YM

)
YMAL(k− i) +

∑iUi−1

n=0
{Ui(i) αn,Ui

(
k, ∂Ui

)
Ui(k− i). (3)
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Here, YMOA(k),αn,YMAL

(
k, ∂YM

)
, and αn,Ui

(
k, ∂Ui

)
are the REB model based on the orthonormal-ARX

technique, the REB orthonormal function for measurement output, and the REB orthonormal function
for measurement input, respectively. To address the issues of non-linearity in the REB model and to
increase modeling accuracy, a fuzzy technique is developed. To modeling the non-linearity in the REB,
a two-input fuzzy technique is developed based on the following equation.

i f 〈F.I〉is〈F.LV〉and〈S.I〉is〈S.LV〉then〈out〉is〈out.LV〉. (4)

Here, 〈F.I〉, 〈F.LV〉, 〈S.I〉, 〈S.LV〉, 〈out〉, and 〈out.LV〉 are the first fuzzy input, the first fuzzy
linguistic variable, the second fuzzy input, the second fuzzy linguistic variable, the output of the
fuzzy, and the linguistic variable for the output of the fuzzy, respectively. Thus, the state-space fuzzy
orthonormal-ARX equation for modeling the REB is generated as follows: XFAL(k + 1) =

[
σxXFAL(k) + σyYFAL(k) + σ f Y f (k) + σUUi(k)

]
YFAL(k + 1) = (β)TXFAL(k)

(5)

Here, XFAL(k), YFAL, Y f , and
(
σX, σY, σU, σ f , β

)
are the fuzzy orthonormal-ARX technique to

modeling the state of the REB, the fuzzy orthonormal-ARX method to modeling the output of
the REB, the fuzzy algorithm to modeling the non-linear signal, and the fine-tuning coefficients,
respectively. Figure 2 demonstrates the error signals of the REB model based on the ARX technique,
the orthonormal-ARX method, and the fuzzy orthonormal-ARX procedure. This figure shows
that the accuracy of the fuzzy orthonormal-ARX technique for bearing modeling is better than the
orthonormal-ARX procedure and the ARX method.
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3. Anomaly Diagnosis Based on Proposed Hybrid Algorithm

Figure 1 shows that the vibration and AE signals of a normal bearing can be modelled based on the
fuzzy orthonormal-ARX technique. In this section, the fuzzy orthonormal-ARX fuzzy logic-structure
feedback observer (proposed model) is developed to increase the signal estimation accuracy for bearing
vibration and AE signals that is the main key to fault detection and classification. As shown in
Figure 1, the signal estimation is developed using four steps: (1) develop the fuzzy orthonormal-ARX
feedback observer (FO) technique to estimate the signals using the model-based observation technique,
(2) to improve robustness in crack-variant and speed-variant conditions, the fuzzy orthonormal-ARX
structure feedback observer (SFO) is developed, (3) to improve the estimation of non-linearity in the
vibration/AE signals and to improve accuracy, the fuzzy orthonormal-ARX fuzzy structure feedback
observer (FSFO) is presented, and (4) improve reliability and stability using the adaptive algorithm for
online tuning of the parameters of the proposed algorithm.

3.1. Fuzzy Orthonormal-ARX Adaptive Fuzzy Logic-Structure Feedback Observer for Fault Estimation

The fuzzy orthonormal-ARX feedback observer is represented by the following definition,



XFO(k + 1) =
[
σXXFO(k) +

[
σYYFO(k) + σ f Ŷ f (k)

]
+ σUUi(k)

]
+ ϕ̂FO(k) + σ1 × eFO

YFO(k + 1) = (β)TXFO(k)
eFO = XFAL(k) −XFO(k)
er−FO = Yo(k) −YFO(k)

e f−FO = Yo(k) − (YFO(k) + Ŷ f (k))

(6)

To improve the accuracy uncertainty (e.g., motor speed variation) estimation of the fuzzy
orthonormal-ARX feedback observer, the following definition can be defined.

ϕ̂FO(k + 1) = ϕ̂FO(k) + σ2 × er−FO + σ3 × e f−FO. (7)

Here, XFO(k), YFO(k), Ŷ f , ϕ̂FO(k), Yo(k), and (σ1, σ2, σ3) are the fuzzy orthonormal-ARX feedback
observer for estimation state of the REB model, the fuzzy orthonormal-ARX feedback observer for
estimation of the REB signal, the fuzzy technique for the non-linear part of the signal estimation,
the fuzzy orthonormal-ARX feedback observer for estimation the uncertainty (motor speed variation)
to minimize the error in normal conditions, the REB original signals, and the coefficient of the fuzzy
orthonormal-ARX feedback observer, respectively.

As seen in Figure 1, the fuzzy orthonormal-ARX feedback observer suffers from poor
robustness, especially in unknown (crack-variant or speed-variant) situations. Therefore, the fuzzy
orthonormal-ARX structure feedback observer is developed to overcome this obstacle. The following
technique is used to improve the robustness based on multi-structure algorithm.



XSFO(k + 1) =
[
σXXSFO(k) +

[
σYYSFO(k) + σ f Ŷ f (k)

]
+ σUUi(k)

]
+ ϕ̂SFO(k) + σ1 × eSFO

YSFO(k + 1) = (β)TXSFO(k)
eSFO = XFAL(k) −XSFO(k)
er−SFO = Yo(k) −YSFO(k)

e f−SFO = Yo(k) − (YSFO(k) + Ŷ f (k))

(8)

To improve robustness, the uncertainty can be estimated by the fuzzy orthonormal-ARX structure
feedback observer based on the following definition,

ϕ̂SFO(k + 1) = ϕ̂SFO(k) + σ2 × er−SFO + σ3.sgn× e f−SFO. (9)
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Here, XSFO(k), YSFO(k), ϕ̂SFO(k), and σ3 are the fuzzy orthonormal-ARX structure feedback
observer for estimation state of the REB model, the fuzzy orthonormal-ARX structure feedback
observer for estimation of the REB signal, the fuzzy orthonormal-ARX structure feedback observer for
estimation the uncertainty (motor speed variation) to minimize the error in normal conditions, and the
coefficient of the fuzzy orthonormal-ARX structure feedback observer, respectively.

Due to Figure 1, the TSK fuzzy technique is developed and may be defined as follows [22],

i f eFSFO(k) is Th then ϕ̂ f (k + 1) = ϕ̂ f (k) + σF × eFSFO. (10)

Hence, the fuzzy orthonormal-ARX fuzzy logic-structure feedback observer can be represented
by the following equation,



XFSFO(k + 1) =
[
σXXFSFO(k) +

[
σYYFSFO(k) + σ f Ŷ f (k)

]
+ σUUi(k)

]
+ ϕ̂FSFO(k)+σ1 × eFSFO

YFSFO(k + 1) = (β)TXFSFO(k)
eFSFO = XFAL(k) −XFSFO(k)
er−FSFO = Yo(k) −YFSFO(k)

e f−FSFO = Yo(k) − (YFSFO(k) + Ŷ f (k))

(11)

In addition, the uncertainty signal estimation based on the fuzzy orthonormal-ARX fuzzy
logic-structure feedback observer can be developed as follows:

ϕ̂FSFO(k + 1) = ϕ̂FSFO(k) + σ2 × er−FSFO + σ3.sgn× e f−FSFO + σ4 × ϕ̂ f (k). (12)

Here, eFSFO(k), Th, ϕ̂ f (k),
(
σ f , σ4

)
, XFSFO(k), YFSFO(k), and ϕ̂FSFO(k) are the error estimations for

the REB, the threshold value for tuning the estimation accuracy in TSK fuzzy algorithm, the uncertainty
estimation based on fuzzy technique, coefficients, the fuzzy orthonormal-ARX fuzzy logic-structure
feedback observer for estimation state of the REB model, the fuzzy orthonormal-ARX fuzzy
logic-structure feedback observer for estimation of the REB signal, and the fuzzy orthonormal-ARX
structure feedback observer for estimation the uncertainty (motor speed variation) to minimize the
error in normal conditions, respectively.

Next, the adaptive technique is one of the best for increasing stability and reliability, especially in
industrial applications. The structure surface coefficient (σ3) and error surface coefficient (σ2) are the
main coefficients. Thus, the adaptive technique is developed to improve the stability and reliability of
the fuzzy orthonormal-ARX fuzzy logic-structure feedback observer using the fuzzy orthonormal-ARX
adaptive fuzzy logic-structure feedback observer (proposed method). In this work, a fuzzy algorithm
is recommended for designing the adaptive algorithm. This technique is defined as follows:{

σ3−new = σ3 × Υ
σ2−new = σ2 × Υ

, (13)

where (σ3−new, σ2−new) and Υ are the adaptive tuning coefficients to improve reliability and the fuzzy
output for tuning the coefficients. The two-input Mamdani fuzzy algorithm is used to develop the
fuzzy output online tuning. The fuzzy inputs are the error estimation for the REB based on the fuzzy
orthonormal-ARX fuzzy logic-structure feedback observer and the change of error estimation for the
REB based on the fuzzy orthonormal-ARX fuzzy logic-structure feedback observer. Thus, the proposed
method can be defined by the following equation,
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XPM(k + 1) =
[
σXXPM(k) +

[
σYYPM(k) + σ f Ŷ f (k)

]
+ σUUi(k)

]
+ ϕ̂PM(k)+σ1 × ePM

YPM(k + 1) = (β)TXPM(k)
ePM = XFAL(k) −XPM(k)
er−PM = Yo(k) −YPM(k)

e f−PM = Yo(k) − (YPM(k) + Ŷ f (k))

(14)

The signal can then be estimated based on the proposed method and represented as follows:

ϕ̂PM(k + 1) = ϕ̂PM(k) + σ2−new × er−PM + σ3−new.sgn× e f−PM + σ4 × ϕ̂ f (k). (15)

Here, ePM(k), XPM(k), YPM(k), and ϕ̂PM(k) are the proposed method to obtain the error estimation
for the REB, the proposed method to obtain the estimation state of the REB model, the proposed
technique to obtain the estimation of the REB signal, and the proposed algorithm to estimate the
uncertainty to minimize error and increase robustness in normal conditions.

3.2. Fault Detection and Fault Classification

Figure 1 shows that the proposed method minimizes the error in REB signal estimation in normal
conditions. In this case, the residual signal (rP(k)) is minimized in normal conditions and is defined
as follows:

rP(k) = Yo(k) −YPM(k). (16)

Thus, a fault can be identified based on the differences between residual signals in different
conditions. Figure 3 illustrates the residual signals in normal and anomalous conditions based on the
proposed method.
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Due to the Figure 3, the fuzzy orthonormal-ARX adaptive fuzzy logic-structure feedback observer
is a suitable technique for detection and classification the signals. Moreover, to improve the fault
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detection and classification performance, the energy feature
(
E
)

is extracted from the residual signal
and is introduced using the following equation,

E =
K∑

i=1

rPi
2. (17)

Here, rPi is the ith sample of the residual signal obtained by the fuzzy orthonormal-ARX adaptive
fuzzy logic-structure feedback observer and K is the sample number. Figure 4 shows the energy of the
bearing signals in normal and anomalous conditions, such as a ball fault, an inner fault, and outer
degradation. The figure shows that the proposed method, residual signal generation, and energy
feature extraction are outstanding techniques for fault detection and identification.Appl. Sci. 2020, 10, x FOR PEER REVIEW 9 of 17 
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Besides, the decision-making unit is developed to detect and classify the faults based on
the difference between the amplitude of the residual signal’s energy. Therefore, to develop a
decision-making unit, a support vector machine (SVM) that is a powerful mathematical technique is
presented in this work. The soft margin SVM can be defined by the following equation [20,23,24].

wi
(
∅Tρ(qi) + c

)
≥ wi − vi, (18)

where (qi, wi), (∅, c),ρ(qi), and vi are the inputs, outputs, features, and maximum distance, respectively.
The proposed technique to estimate, detect, and identify faults in the bearing is detailed in Algorithm 1.

Algorithm 1. The proposed hybrid approach for fault diagnosis in a bearing.

1: Model the systems using the fuzzy orthonormal-ARX procedure (5)
2: Develop a fuzzy orthonormal-ARX feedback observer for signal estimation (6,7)
3: Develop a fuzzy orthonormal-ARX structure feedback observer to improve the robustness (8,9)

4:
Improve the fault estimation accuracy using the fuzzy orthonormal-ARX fuzzy logic-structure feedback
observer (11,12)

5:
Develop the fuzzy orthonormal-ARX adaptive fuzzy logic-structure feedback observer to increase fault
estimation accuracy, reliability, and robustness (14,15)

6: Generate the residual signal (16)
7: Run residual signal characterization by energy (17)
8: Apply the classification technique using SVM for fault diagnosis (18)
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4. Datasets and Results

In this work, two different datasets are used to evaluate the proposed algorithm.

4.1. Datasets

The Case Western Reserve University (CWRU) benchmark bearing dataset and the Smart HSE
(SHSE) Lab bearing dataset are used validate the single- and multi-type fault diagnosis based on the
SVM-based fuzzy orthonormal-ARX adaptive fuzzy logic-structure feedback observer (proposed
method), the SVM-based fuzzy orthonormal-ARX structure feedback observer (SFO), and the
SVM-based fuzzy orthonormal-ARX feedback observer (FO).

4.1.1. Case Western Reverse University (CWRU) Bearing Dataset

The CWRU dataset is used to test the effectiveness of the proposed algorithm using a vibration
single crack fault. The vibration sensor is used to collect vibration signals in various conditions such as
normal faults, ball faults, inner (IR) faults, and outer (OR) faults. The sampling rate of the record data
is 12 kHz under four different motor torque loads (0 to 3 horsepower (hp)) under different rotation
velocities from 1730 rpm to 1790 rpm. Table 1 shows the data classification of the CWRU bearing
dataset. Furthermore, the CWRU vibration signals have three different crack sizes: 0.007, 0.014, and
0.021 inches in diameter [5,21].

Table 1. The Case Western Reserve University (CWRU) datasets to test the activity of the proposed
algorithm in normal and abnormal bearing conditions.

Dataset Conditions Load (hp) Crack Sizes (in)

Dataset I

Normal 0

0.007, 0.014, and 0.021Ball 0
IR 0
OR 0

Dataset II

Normal 1

0.007, 0.014, and 0.021Ball 1
IR 1
OR 1

Dataset III

Normal 2

0.007, 0.014, and 0.021Ball 2
IR 2
OR 2

Dataset IV

Normal 3

0.007, 0.014, and 0.021Ball 3
IR 3
OR 3

4.1.2. Smart Health, Safety, Environment (SHSE) Lab Acoustic Emission (AE) Bearing Dataset

The SHSE acoustic emission dataset is used to test the effectiveness of the proposed algorithm
using AE multi-crack faults. An AE sensor is used to collect data in various conditions including
normal conditions, ball faults, inner (IR) faults, outer (OR) faults, inner-ball (IR-Ball) faults, inner-outer
(IR-OR) faults, and inner-outer-ball (IR-OR-Ball) faults. The sampling rate of the record data is 250 kHz
under four different rotational velocities (300 rpm, 400 rpm, 450 rpm, and 500 rpm) for two crack sizes:
3 and 6 millimeters in diameter. Figure 5 illustrates the bearing data collection testbench. Table 2
shows the SHSE Lab acoustic emission bearing dataset [10].
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Table 2. The Smart Health Safety Environment (SHSE) acoustic emission datasets to test the activity of
the proposed algorithm in normal and abnormal bearing conditions.

Dataset Fault Types Rotational Speed (RPM) Crack Sizes (mm)

Dataset I

Normal 300

3 and 6

IR 300
OR 300
Ball 300

IR-OR 300
IR-Ball 300
OR-Ball 300

IR-OR-Ball 300

Dataset II

Normal 400

3 and 6

IR 400
OR 400
Ball 400

IR-OR 400
IR-Ball 400
OR-Ball 400

IR-OR-Ball 400

Dataset III

Normal 450

3 and 6

IR 450
OR 450
Ball 450

IR-OR 450
IR-Ball 450
OR-Ball 450

IR-OR-Ball 450

Dataset IV

Normal 500

3 and 6

IR 500
OR 500
Ball 500

IR-OR 500
IR-Ball 500
OR-Ball 500

IR-OR-Ball 500
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4.2. Results

The effectiveness of fault diagnosis using the SVM-based fuzzy orthonormal-ARX adaptive
fuzzy logic-structure feedback observer (proposed method) is validated against two state-of-the-art
approaches, namely, the SVM-based fuzzy orthonormal-ARX structure feedback observer (SFO) and
the SVM-based fuzzy orthonormal-ARX feedback observer (FO), to test single-type and multi-type fault
diagnosis using vibration and AE datasets (the CWRU dataset and the SHSE Lab dataset). To test the
robustness of these techniques, two different conditions are analyzed in each case study—crack-variant
and load-variant.

4.2.1. Single-Type Fault Diagnosis Provided by the CWRU Dataset

For analyzing the fault diagnosis capabilities of the proposed methodology, SFO and FO techniques,
the energy of residual signals that extracted from CWRU consisting of 1600 samples (400 data instances
per class) was randomly split into training and testing subsets. Specifically, 1200 samples (300 instances
per class) were used for training SVM classification algorithms, whereas the remaining previously
unobserved 400 samples (100 instances per class) were utilized for the testing process. In the first step,
we investigate the fault diagnosis capabilities of the proposed method, SFO, and FO on four different
crack-variant CWRU datasets, when the torque load remains fixed. The fault diagnosis results and the
average of accuracy (ACA) are tabularized in Tables 3–6.

Table 3. The single fault diagnosis accuracy for 0 hp torque load.

Algorithms PM (Proposed Method) SFO FO

Crack Diameters (in) 0.007 0.014 0.021 0.007 0.014 0.021 0.007 0.014 0.021
Normal 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100%

Ball Fault 97% 97% 100% 90% 92% 94% 89% 91% 92%
OR Fault 88% 95% 97% 81% 91% 91% 80% 82% 84%
IR fault 96% 97% 99% 90% 91% 94% 83% 86% 88%

ACA 95.3% 97.3% 99% 90.3% 93.5% 94.8% 88% 89.8% 90.8%

Table 4. The single fault diagnosis accuracy for 1 hp torque load.

Algorithms PM (Proposed Method) SFO FO

Crack Diameters (in) 0.007 0.014 0.021 0.007 0.014 0.021 0.007 0.014 0.021
Normal 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100%

Ball Fault 97% 99% 100% 94% 95% 98% 88% 89% 90%
OR Fault 98% 98% 99% 94% 94% 96% 89% 90% 90%
IR Fault 98% 90% 98% 93% 95% 97% 90% 90% 88%

ACA 98.3% 96.3% 99.3% 95.3% 96% 97.8% 91.8% 92.3% 92%

Table 5. The single fault diagnosis accuracy for 2 hp torque load.

Algorithms PM (Proposed Method) SFO FO

Crack Diameters (in) 0.007 0.014 0.021 0.007 0.014 0.021 0.007 0.014 0.021
Normal 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100%

Ball Fault 98% 95% 99% 90% 90% 87% 86% 88% 88%
OR Fault 98% 98% 99% 88% 88% 88% 86% 87% 82%
IR fault 98% 99% 100% 90% 91% 91% 88% 90% 89%

ACA 98.5% 98% 99.5% 92% 92.3% 91.5% 90% 91.3% 89.8%

Regarding these tables, the proposed algorithm for bearing fault diagnosis clearly outperforms the
state-of-the-art techniques used for comparison in this work for all fault types. In addition, the average
of fault diagnosis accuracy for the proposed method is about 98.13%, while for the SFO it is about
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93.5%, and for the FO is 90.3%. Moreover, the proposed method outperforms the SFO, yielding average
performance accuracy increases of about 4.7%, 4%, and 5.1% for 0.007-inch, 0.014-inch, and 0.021-inch
crack sizes, respectively. In addition, the proposed method outperforms the FO, yielding average
performance accuracy increases of about 7.9%, 6.9%, and 8.8% for 0.007-inch, 0.014-inch, and 0.021-inch
crack sizes, respectively. To test the robustness, the CWRU dataset with load variation is used. The fault
diagnosis results are tabularized in Table 7.

Table 6. The single fault diagnosis accuracy for 3 hp torque load.

Algorithms PM (Proposed Method) SFO FO

Crack Diameters (in) 0.007 0.014 0.021 0.007 0.014 0.021 0.007 0.014 0.021
Normal 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100%

Ball Fault 97% 98% 100% 91% 90% 90% 85% 86% 86%
OR Fault 97% 97% 100% 88% 86% 89% 83% 84% 86%
IR fault 96% 98% 100% 93% 95% 95% 85% 86% 88%

ACA 97.5% 98.3% 100% 93% 92.3% 93.5% 88.3% 89% 90%

Table 7. The single fault diagnosis accuracy in the presence of load variation.

Algorithms PM (Proposed Method) SFO FO

Crack Diameters (in) 0.007 0.014 0.021 0.007 0.014 0.021 0.007 0.014 0.021
Normal 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 96% 96% 96%

Ball Fault 97% 97% 98% 82% 86% 88% 80% 82% 82%
OR Fault 88% 95% 95% 80% 85% 88% 78% 81% 82%
IR fault 94% 98% 98% 90% 96% 96% 85% 86% 87%

ACA 95.8% 97.5% 97.8% 88% 91.8% 93% 84.8% 86.3% 86.8%

Regarding this table, the average fault diagnosis accuracy in the presence of load variation
for the proposed method is about 97.5%, for the SFO it is about 90.3%, and for the FO it is 86%.
Moreover, the proposed method for fault diagnosis outperforms the SFO, yielding average performance
accuracy increases of about 7.8%, 5.7%, and 4.8% for 0.007-inch, 0.014-inch, and 0.021-inch crack sizes,
respectively. Furthermore, the proposed method outperforms the FO, yielding average performance
accuracy increases of about 11%, 11.2%, and 11% for 0.007-inch, 0.014-inch, and 0.021-inch crack sizes,
respectively. Therefore, the proposed method is more robust than the other two methods for single-type
fault diagnosis in bearings.

4.2.2. Multi-Type Fault Diagnosis Provided by the SHSE Lab Dataset

In this section, we discuss the fault diagnosis capabilities of the proposed method, SFO, and FO
on crack-variant datasets when the torque speeds remain fixed. For analyzing the fault diagnosis
capabilities of the proposed methodology, SFO and FO techniques, the energy of residual signals that
extracted from SHSE Lab dataset consisting of 3200 samples (400 data instances per class) was randomly
split into training and testing subsets. Specifically, 2400 samples (300 instances per class) were used for
training SVM classification algorithms, whereas the remaining previously unobserved 800 samples
(100 instances per class) were utilized for the testing process. The fault diagnosis results and the average
of accuracy (ACA) for the acoustic emission REB datasets provided by the SHSE Lab with various
crack diameters (3 mm and 6 mm) and fixed torque speed conditions are tabularized in Tables 8–11.
These tables show that the proposed method outperforms the SFO, yielding average performance
accuracy increases of about 3.2% and 2.93% for 3 mm and 6 mm crack sizes, respectively. In addition,
the proposed method outperforms the FO, yielding average performance accuracy increases of about
18.75% and 17.78% for 3 mm and 6 mm crack sizes, respectively.
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Table 8. The multi-fault diagnosis accuracy for 300 RPM torque speed.

Algorithms PM (Proposed Method) SFO FO

Crack Diameters (mm) 3 6 3 6 3 6
Normal 100% 100% 100% 100% 88% 90%
IR Fault 96% 98% 91% 92% 82% 81%
OR Fault 98% 98% 94% 95% 70% 73%
Ball Fault 98% 99% 94% 94% 72% 74%

IR-Ball Fault 98% 99% 94% 96% 79% 80%
OR-Ball Fault 98% 97% 96% 93% 80% 82%
IR-OR Fault 97% 97% 94% 94% 81% 82%

IR-OR-Ball Fault 98% 98% 95% 96% 81% 82%

ACA% 97.9 98.3 94.8 95 79.1 80.5

Table 9. The multi-fault diagnosis accuracy for 400 RPM torque speed.

Algorithms PM (Proposed Method) SFO FO

Crack Diameters (mm) 3 6 3 6 3 6
Normal 100% 100% 100% 100% 88% 88%
IR Fault 98% 99% 93% 94% 80% 80%
OR Fault 98% 98% 93% 93% 75% 75%
Ball Fault 98% 99% 95% 93% 74% 78%

IR-Ball Fault 97% 98% 94% 95% 76% 79%
OR-Ball Fault 98% 98% 95% 96% 80% 82%
IR-OR Fault 98% 98% 94% 94% 80% 81%

IR-OR-Ball Fault 98% 98% 96% 96% 81% 82%

ACA% 98.1 98.5 95 95.1 79.3 80.6

Table 10. The multi-fault diagnosis accuracy for 450 RPM torque speed.

Algorithms PM (Proposed Method) SFO FO

Crack Diameters (mm) 3 6 3 6 3 6
Normal 100% 100% 100% 100% 90% 90%
IR Fault 98% 99% 94% 95% 80% 80%
OR Fault 99% 98% 95% 96% 74% 75%
Ball Fault 98% 98% 94% 94% 75% 76%

IR-Ball Fault 97% 97% 94% 95% 78% 80%
OR-Ball Fault 97% 98% 95% 95% 80% 81%
IR-OR Fault 99% 99% 94% 94% 80% 82%

IR-OR-Ball Fault 98% 98% 95% 96% 80% 81%

ACA% 98.3 98.4 95.1 95.6 79.6 80.6

Table 11. The multi-fault diagnosis accuracy for 500 RPM torque speed.

Algorithms PM (Proposed Method) SFO FO

Crack Diameters (mm) 3 6 3 6 3 6
Normal 100% 100% 100% 100% 89% 89%
IR Fault 98% 99% 93% 94% 80% 80%
OR Fault 99% 98% 93% 95% 75% 75%
Ball Fault 98% 98% 93% 94% 75% 79%

IR-Ball Fault 98% 99% 94% 95% 76% 80%
OR-Ball Fault 97% 98% 96% 95% 80% 81%
IR-OR Fault 98% 98% 94% 95% 80% 81%

IR-OR-Ball Fault 98% 98% 96% 96% 82% 82%

ACA% 98.3 98.5 94.9 95.5 79.6 80.9
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The SHSE acoustic emission dataset is used to test the robustness of the proposed method against
motor speed variation for fault detection and diagnosis. The fault diagnosis results for the acoustic
emission REB datasets provided by the SHSE Lab with motor speed variation and fixed crack sizes are
tabularized in Table 12.

Table 12. The multi-fault diagnosis accuracy for motor speed-variant dataset.

Algorithms PM (Proposed Method) SFO FO

Crack Diameters (mm) 3 6 3 6 3 6
Normal 100% 100% 100% 100% 89% 89%
IR Fault 98% 98% 92% 94% 80% 80%
OR Fault 99% 98% 92% 94% 76% 78%
Ball Fault 97% 98% 94% 94% 76% 79%

IR-Ball Fault 97% 97% 94% 94% 76% 77%
OR-Ball Fault 97% 97% 95% 95% 80% 80%
IR-OR Fault 97% 98% 94% 95% 81% 81%

IR-OR-Ball Fault 98% 98% 95% 96% 81% 82%

ACA% 97.9 98 94.5 95.3 79.9 80.8

Table 12 shows that the average of fault diagnosis accuracy in the presence of load variation for the
proposed method is about 97.95%, for the SFO is about 94.9%, and for the FO is 80.35%. Moreover, the
proposed method of fault diagnosis outperforms the SFO, yielding average performance accuracy
increases of about 3.4% and 2.7% for 3 mm and 6 mm crack sizes, respectively. Furthermore, the proposed
fault diagnosis method outperforms the FO, yielding average performance accuracy increases of about
18% and 17.2% for 3 mm and 6 mm crack sizes, respectively. Thus, the proposed fault diagnosis method
is more robust than the other two methods for multi-type fault diagnosis in bearings.

5. Conclusions

In this paper, a hybrid approach using the SVM-based fuzzy orthonormal-ARX adaptive fuzzy
logic-structure feedback observer was developed for detection and classification of REB faults.
To modeling the vibration and AE bearing signals, the fuzzy orthonormal-ARX technique is proposed.
Next, signal estimation is developed in four main steps. Firstly, the feedback observer is implemented
for vibration and AE signals. Secondly, the multi-structure technique is recommended to decrease
the problems usually encountered with varying motor speeds. Thirdly, a TSK fuzzy procedure is
suggested to decrease the estimation error. In the final step, the adaptive approach improves the
reliability, robustness, and stability of the proposed signal estimation algorithm. Moreover, an SVM is
used to detect and classify single-type and multi-type REB faults. Two different datasets are defined
to validate the effectiveness of the proposed observer: (a) the CWRU vibration dataset, and (b) the
AE signals provided by the SHSE Lab. The proposed algorithm increases the classification accuracy
from 86% in the SVM-based fuzzy orthonormal-ARX feedback observer (FO) to 97.5% in single-type
fault and from 80% to 98.3% in the multi-type faults. Furthermore, the average of single-type fault
diagnosis accuracy in the presence of load variation for the proposed method is about 97.5%, for the
SFO is about 90.3%, and for the FO is 86%. Additionally, for multi-type faults, the average of diagnostic
accuracy in the presence of motor speed variation for the proposed method, SFO, and FO are 97.95%,
94.9%, and 80.35%, respectively. In future work, the prognostics challenge will be solved using hybrid
observation approaches.
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